Finding Full Text Articles from a Citation/Reference

Option 1 – Citation Linker

1. Go to the ECU Libraries homepage at http://www.lib.ecu.edu/
2. Under Research Tools select the Citation Linker (3rd option on the drop down list)
3. Enter appropriate citation information into the form and press the Find it! button to view full text options.

   NOTE: Citation Linker is most effective using just a DOI or PMID

Option 2 – One Search

1. Go to the ECU Libraries homepage at http://www.lib.ecu.edu/
2. Using the Search box in the center of the page, type in the article title and click on the magnifying glass
3. Click on the article title to view the full text of the article

Option 3 – Google Scholar

2. Type in the article title and click on the magnifying class
3. Click on the ‘Full Text @ ECU Libraries’ link to access the full text
Troubleshooting

1. If you see this screen instead of being automatically taken to the full text, click on the word ‘Article’ to locate the full text;
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1. If you see this screen instead of being automatically directed to the full text, you’ll need to request the article (for free) via Interlibrary Loan.
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**Sorry, no holdings were found for this journal.**

Please see additional options below for finding this journal.

**More Library Services**

- Search Classic Catalog by ISSN
- Search Classic Catalog by Title
- Request through Interlibrary Loan
- Ask an ECU Librarian

2. If you are not directed to the full text for any other reason, **Ask a Librarian!**

[http://lib.ecu.edu/ask.aspx](http://lib.ecu.edu/ask.aspx)